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The Economic Development Commission

In general, the Local Government Act and Community Charter permit a wide range of potential
regional economic development tools or functions including, but not limited to, typical project
and committee activities, with some restrictions.
The Economic Development Commission (EDC) is a function of the Regional District of Mount
Waddington, its membership comprised of nine electoral area and municipal directors. The
board approve policy, strategy and all associated project and engagement activity.
The Manager of Economic Development is an integral member of the Regional District’s staff
and is secretary to the EDC. The role of the manager is to coordinate and execute core
activities, provide advice, engage with stakeholders and prepare proposals in cases where the
Regional District is the lead agency. There are a number of committees and working groups
linked to the economic development function. This includes the Mount Waddington Workforce
Development Network Steering Committee and the Vancouver Island North Tourism Advisory
Committee (VINTAC). As opportunities and issues arise within the region, other committees
and working groups may appear and others may change their focus. The Manager of Economic
Development, representing the Commission, works with these groups on issues and projects
that contribute to pursuit of the EDC’s regional goals. Other partners, such as external tiers of
government, First Nations and the private sector are actively sought on a case-by-case basis.
See Appendix ’A’ for a brief summary of relevant tools available to all Regional Districts.
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Vision
The Regional District of Mount Waddington is a
diverse landscape of unsurpassed natural beauty.
Our region’s distance from and comparative size
to larger centres is an asset that makes our
communities unique, safe and desirable to live in.
We have considerable resources over a large
land base that can and must be developed
sustainably for our communities’ social, economic
and environmental health. This includes our
forest, mines, water, fish and wildlife resources
and alternative energy.
Our full potential in the tertiary (service)
sector has not yet been achieved. Tourism
in particular is poised to scale new heights
in the next decade as the balance of
economic sector activities change. The
sense of community, wherever you live on
the North Island, is what brings people to
come and stay. Coupled with relatively low
property tax burdens and real estate
values, there are good arguments for
relocating here when opportunities arise.

Most of the essential services available in larger
centres are here and we have a vibrant range of
community organizations run by committed
individuals. The North Island boasts a culturally
rich and growing First Nations population who are
today playing an increasingly critical role in the
social and economic destiny of the region. The
Regional District welcomes the rugged individual
seeking to get away from it all for a day, month,
year or even longer.
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Challenge and Opportunity
Our diversity and passion as communities can
sometimes create dysfunction, particularly when
evaluating the impacts of economic activity from
very different perspectives. The forestry sector
and the public sector are our largest employers,
with both wild and aquaculture fish processing
representing major contributions to the regional
economy. Key to the success of these large
employers are our small businesses who support
them every day.
More opportunities will exist in all these industries and activities in the future, but opinion
remains divided on what the costs and benefits of some opportunities really are. The limitations
of seasonal tourism and our high precipitation levels pose a direct challenge to sustainable job
creation through the tourism sector. A qualitatively and quantitatively challenged public
education system is a worry for communities trying to retain working families and offer even
basic post secondary education and training that matches labour market trends. An island-wide
regional development dialogue that largely focuses on the urban service sectors, external labour
recruitment and international image consultation sadly fails to meet the needs of the North and
Mid Island rural economies. We are currently challenged by high levels of property
absenteeism in some of our communities. Corporate structures and their interactions with the
communities are not always what they could be, leading to a lack of opportunity where more
should exist.
Of additional concern is our
region-wide
demographic
decline, which challenges the
tax base and is already
costing
our
communities
dearly in terms of local
schools. Our local firms are
some of the best around and
we need to create more in this
vein across all sectors.
Increasingly,
regional
approaches to major issues
are
taking root through
necessity.
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One of our principal concerns is ensuring that this area is not simply an extraction ground for
primary resources. While acknowledging the historic, existing and future benefits of primary
industrial activities, it is clear that our rural economy needs more diversity across the spectrum
of economic activity. Secondary sector processing and manufacturing (niche or otherwise) are
highly competitive economic areas internationally, but are necessary for a healthy mixed
economy anywhere.
We must do all we can to encourage
more secondary small to medium
enterprises (SMEs) within the North
Island. More small to medium employers
increase economic diversity and reduce
the impact of difficult recessionary
periods and large scale corporate
restructuring. When both primary and
secondary sectors are present, a healthy
tertiary lexicon of services exists to
support them.
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In the next 20 years…
Over the next twenty years, we would
like to see moderate growth occur within
a stabilized population. Our communities
will likely struggle with the transition to
the post-treaty environment and a
positive role must be played by the
Regional District to facilitate smooth
adjustment to a new reality. This will
likely involve First Nations formally
connecting with all local governments
over time. It would be wonderful to see
more localized production, a continuation
of
tree
farming
and
significant
development of alternative energy in the
region by 2030, with all economic sectors
balanced and performing well.

1. Support the retention and attraction of working families within the Regional
District through sustainable job creation.
2. Increased regional development dialogue and partnerships between
communities and First Nations through the North Island Regional Protocol
Agreement.
3. Regional education and training coordination that is suited to our region,
addresses local labour market supply and demand reality, tackles institutional
inefficiencies and actively attracts new learners.
4. A healthy, fairly assessed, regional tax base for local infrastructure and services.
5. A healthy mixed economy of primary, secondary and tertiary industries that
support a strong regional economy through diversity.
6. Locally-based and staffed management of all our economic, social and
environmental resources and services, with a sustainable development ethos.
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2010-11 Tabulated Report

Grow regional collaborations.
Partnerships








Projects
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The North Island Regional Protocol Agreement was signed on
March 17th, 2010 by all five local governments and six First
Nations. Follow-up meetings and bilateral events will take
place over 2011.
Regional recreation dialogue continues, but no firm decision
has yet been taken on establishing a formal committee.
The steering committee for Mount Waddington Coordinated
Workforce Initiative was struck.
2011 Vancouver Island North Tourism strategy and business
plan was approved.
Largely thanks to the efforts of Conrad Brown, Economic
Development Officer for Gwa'Sala-Nakwaxda'xw Nation,
regional economic development officer meetings became more
frequent in 2010.
Coordinated Workforce Strategy was completed and a
$211,000 LMP secured for two years for implementation from
the Ministry of Regional Development and Skills.





Events




Living Oceans Society, supported by the Regional District,
secured $25,000 to execute a smaller version of the economic
study. This will be completed in March 2011.
RDMW maintains a strong dialogue with RuralBC concerning
other potential projects, although a regional CFA appears to be
off the table at this time.
A small local government skill search event was hosted in June
2010, yielding a number of interesting potential contacts.
Forestry Capital events dominated 2010, the highlight for many
being the TSN Logger sports event in Port McNeill in August.

Build community capacity.
Rural




Infrastructure





Local capacity



Woss Community Infrastructure Project was completed.
Broughton Strait Phase 2 funding ($248,000) was secured and
the project completed.
Broughton Strait 1, San Josef Bay Trail and Alice Lake Loop
JOP projects completed.
Holberg Wharf funding was secured – project will be completed
in 2011.
Sointula F.O. Hall – currently awaiting a funding decision from
Towns for Tomorrow in March 2011.
Woss 113 Locomotive acquired from the City of Port Alberni.
Building local community capacity for projects, social
enterprise and development remains a long term regional
challenge.

Enhance the regional data profile.
Regional data





Advocacy
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Summer student updated key data sets in profile, with addition
of new property tax assessment data pertinent to different
sectors.
Hotel tax revenue data is, for the first time, providing an insight
into seasonal revenue cycles for the accommodation sector.

Statistics Canada agreed to numerous boundary and
community identification changes to improve the local utility of
the 2011 census.



Resources for research projects remain thin, with match
funding criteria making progress on externally-funded activity
difficult. The marine study has been a notable exception.

Promote Vancouver Island North.
Internet





Marketing
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High Definition tourism films were completed and went online,
although promised free access to the B-Roll has not
materialised in the manner anticipated, which is of some
disappointment.
The tourism website is going from strength, while more work
needs to be done in 2011 to better update and improve RDMW
economic development pages within the Icompass contract.
Vancouver Island North Tourism Committee has become more
established and is demonstrating strong, locally-based
decision-making for tourism promotion.








Events





The RDMW Rural Tourism Action Grant program will be
launched in 2011 for rural areas and Port Alice.
Some marketing of regional district park assets took place in
2010, but marketing of the Alice Lake Loop was deferred to
2011.
Hoomak Lake and Zeballos signage was updated and
improved.
The 2% Additional Hotel Room Tax was extended to 2015 by
the Province, ending a year of uncertainty.
Ensuring that all eligible businesses in the North Island are
levying AHRT remains a struggle due to Ministry of Finance
confidentiality rules amongst other reasons.
BC Rural Summit 2010 provided a showcase for the region,
with two North Island directors being appointed to the board of
the BC Rural Network at the AGM.
Forestry Capital events and promotion were a significant and
successful part of 2010 for the whole Regional District and Port
McNeill Forest District.

Targeted socioeconomic advocacy.
Policy
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Key regional goals and regional development support
criteria have been applied in all communications, meetings
and Crown Referral assessments.
New policy on third party requests for letters of support (or
more) was adopted in October 2010.

Infrastructure



Commitments from both Telus and BC Hydro to report
back in 2011 regarding North Island cellular and
transmission corridor limitations.

Alternative
Energy



A joint transmission event was held with BC Hydro in
November 2010.
RDMW went on the record to once again strongly support
the Kokish Hydroelectric project and Cape Scott wind farm.

Fisheries and
Oceans










Recreation
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Fisheries and Oceans Canada committed to providing 6
aquaculture regulation and compliance jobs in Port Hardy
after significant region-wide pressure.
Fisheries and Oceans Canada were consistently pressed
on questions of local government and North island
inclusivity over 2010.
Contributions to the Senate Committee Light station review
were provided.
RDMW went on the record to support the ‘Namgis First
Nation Recirculating Aquaculture System proposal due to
its strong locally-based credentials for developing a niche
enterprise.
Staff has continued to push line ministries on questions of
backcountry recreation asset maintenance of sites and
FSRs that they or licensees are responsible for.

2011-2012 Operational Objectives and Targets
On an annual basis, it is important to revisit prevailing socioeconomic and institutional
situations that may well impact the Regional District in the year ahead and determine if any
new emphasis of advocacy or other activity is required. These factors must also be balanced
with ongoing project commitments and other projects already identified by the board as a
priority for the year ahead.

 Commitment to initiating the Mount Waddington Workforce Development
Initiative is a substantial ongoing commitment that will remain as a funded
project until October 2012. By taking the project on, the Regional District has
committed to making this document focus more on workforce development
than ever before. Major long terms obstacles to be tackled include:
 Two of the North Island’s largest employment sectors, sulphite pulp
production and finfish aquaculture farms, have significant
underemployment problems when it comes to the utilisation of locallybased labour and the recruitment of specialist skill sets to relocate to the
area.
 The average forestry industry faller is >50 years old. The notion that the
sector is a “sunset” industry and not a contracting/ downsizing sector is
resulting in a perception that forestry careers have no future. As a
consequence, licensees are struggling to fill vacancies when they do
arise. Fibre on the North Island remains plentiful and Port McNeill Forest
District is one of the busiest and most economically viable forestry regions
in all of British Columbia.
 Provincial and federal ministries continue to centralise and consolidate
staff, equipment and consultant service contracts in distant urban centres
without accepting the negative knock-on effect this has on ruralremote tertiary services, associated local recruitment and retention and
general regional competitive advantage.
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 Employment Insurance service provision is going through a major
reorganisation, with a more urban centric management model being
adopted for all of British Columbia. Labour Market Development
Agreement (LMDA) resources are more focussed on general client
services than regional or skills development.
 Post-secondary colleges in rural-remote areas continue to be hamstrung
in their service delivery to communities by cost-recovery programming.

 Provincial government funding across many line departments remains scarce
and there are currently no signs of recovery for past local amenity/ tourism
“product” priorities concerning provincial parks and other recreational
infrastructure in the backcountry as well as the condition of key forest service
roads used for recreation.
 The North Island technological infrastructure deficit endures and becomes a
progressively more serious comparative problem as both BC Hydro and Telus
incrementally invest in other parts of the province.
 Local hotel tax data over 2010 has shown that some parts of the
accommodation sector are in what appears to be serious trouble during the
peak season.
 Grant aid will likely be less prevalent than has been the case in recent years due
to economic stimulus projects winding down. Capital project management
duties, which have been a dominant activity for the EDC since 2008, may
resultantly recede over 2011.
 Third party capital asset projects led by the regional district continue to require
significantly more attention and staff time than projects which purely concern
regional district assets.
 The board in 2010 identified local industrial heritage protection and potential
tourism spinoff, including the Woss 113 locomotive, as a priority for the next
year.
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Objective 1: Grow regional collaborations.
Partnerships





Projects






Events



Continue dialogue and potential partnerships stemming from
the North Island Regional Protocol Agreement.
Review Vancouver Island North Tourism’s long term delivery
model.
Approach North Island College to discuss the potential for a
Quality of Life survey/ report partnership along the lines of that
done for the Comox Valley Social Planning Society.
Implement Year 1 of the Mount Waddington Workforce
Development Initiative.
Completion and circulation of the marine economic study.
Plan a significant collaborative project around the acquisition of
the Alco locomotive in Woss.
Establish a heritage registry for the rural areas of the Regional
District.
Support a local recruitment event or work fair through the
Mount Waddington Workforce Development Initiative.

Objective 2: Build community capacity.
Rural




Holberg Wharf project completion.
Sointula F.O. Hall project implemented if grant application
successful.



Hold a capacity building and planning session jointly with Rural
BC ahead of the next RDMW budgetary cycle in 2012.

Infrastructure
Local capacity

Objective 3: Enhance the regional data profile.
Regional data
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Share summer student with the planning department to
improve land use data and enhance utility of economic
development pages without significant additional expenditures.
Continue to monitor grant aid possibilities for research and
data gathering.

Advocacy



Continue to encourage a restoration of local data information
gathering by higher orders of government (e.g. local
unemployment rate data).

Objective 4: Promote Vancouver Island North.
Marketing








Continued support of Vancouver Island North Tourism in 2011
with ongoing grant management, contract oversight and a
further $37,000 of taxation requisition.
The RDMW Rural Tourism Action Grant program will be
launched in 2011 for rural areas and Port Alice, effectiveness
monitored.
Market the Alice Lake Loop for the summer 2011 season if
MNRO maintenance contract with Parks Service is renewed.
Ensure that all eligible businesses in the North Island are
levying AHRT in the interests of fairness.

Objective 5: Targeted socioeconomic advocacy.
Policy



Continue to apply established policies and criteria in all
communications.

Technological
infrastructure



Analyse and respond to any responses from BC Hydro and
Telus in relation to 2010 lobbying efforts.

Workforce
development



Lobby as appropriate as Mount Waddington Workforce
Development Initiative progresses.
Continue to lobby for decentralised corporate, provincial
and federal human resource management decisions to the
advantage of the North Island.
Continue to lobby for an end to rural-remote cost-recovery
programming in post secondary education and training.





Recreation
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Continue to lobby for new approaches to maintaining and
enhancing backcountry recreation amenities currently the
responsibility of the provincial government and licensees.

For proponents of new economic or industrial activity when seeking the Regional District
of Mount Waddington’s support.

 All relevant Regional District bylaws are respected and acknowledged,
irrespective of Provincial policy or legislation.
 Socioeconomic benefits to the Regional District have been demonstrably
considered and appropriately addressed by the proponent.
 Environmental impacts in the adjacent landscape and water bodies have
been demonstrably considered and appropriately addressed by the
proponent to the satisfaction of regulatory authorities.
 Where applicable, a holistic, integrated approach to infrastructure design
and requirements has been demonstrated by the proponent, showing an
understanding of existing regional infrastructure, potentially linked
economic activity and adjacent community needs.
 A demonstrable engagement of all impacted communities within the
Regional District to discuss the proposal from an early stage and discuss
opportunities where applicable.

For more detailed information on regional policies, proponents and other stakeholders
are encouraged to review the 2004 Regional Plan (Bylaw 674).
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A formal process for reviewing requests for support was adopted in 2010. Proponents
working on time-sensitive grant applications and seeking a letter of support are
encouraged to contact regional district staff at the earliest opportunity to avoid
disappointment.
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Most regional district powers are located in the Local Government Act as opposed to the
Community Charter, although some elements of the Community Charter apply to regional
districts so that the local government system remains consistent.
The key sections of the Local Government Act and Community Charter that address
capabilities and restrictions concerning local assets matters, land development and
enterprise development/ support (outside of planning regulations and controls) are
identified below purely for the information of interested stakeholders and the general
public. It does not reflect any current policy or desire by the regional district board to
exercise or fund any such capabilities at this time.
LGA, Part 5, Division 2 - General Corporate Powers

176(1) Subject to the specific limitations and
conditions established under this or another Act,
the corporate powers of a board include the
following:

(c) to provide assistance for the purpose of
benefitting the community or any aspect of the
community;
(d) to acquire, hold, manage and dispose of land,
improvements, personal property or other property,
and any interest or right in or with respect to that
property;
(f) to engage in commercial, industrial and business
undertakings and incorporate a corporation or
acquire shares in a corporation for that purpose;

LGA, Part 5, Division 4 – Assistance

181 For the purposes of section 176 (1) (c) and this
Division, “assistance” means providing a grant,
benefit advantage or other form of assistance,
including
182 As a limitation on section 176 (1) (c), a board
must not provide assistance to an industrial,
commercial or business undertaking.
183 Despite section 182 and in addition to the
power under section 176 (1) (c), a board may
provide assistance under a partnering agreement.
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(a) An exemption from a tax, fee or charge, and
(b) The forms of assistance referred to in section
185 (1).

183.1 (1) A board may provide assistance for one
or more of the purposes referred to in section 25
(2) [heritage assistance] of the Community Charter.
(2) A board may, by an affirmative vote of at
least 2/3 of the votes cast, provide assistance
for the conservation of property referred to in
section 25 (3) [heritage property assistance] of
the Community Charter.
(3) The powers under this section are in
addition to the power under section 176 (1) (c)
[corporate powers — assistance] and apply
despite section 182 [prohibition against
assistance to business].
184 As a limitation on sections 176 (1) (c) and 183,
a board may provide a property tax exemption only
in accordance with Division 4.4 [Tax Rates and
Exemptions] of Part 24.
185 (1) A board must publish in a newspaper its
intention to provide any of the following assistance:

(a) disposing of land or improvements, or any
interest or right in or with respect to them, for less
than market value;
(b) lending money;
(c) guaranteeing repayment of borrowing or
providing security for borrowing;
(d) assistance under a partnering agreement.

LGA, Part 24, Division 4 – Services and Powers
797.1(3) Despite section 182, a regional district
may operate the service of

(a) providing capital financing for services provided
by a telephone, natural gas or electric power utility,
or
(b) the giving of grants to an applicant for a
business promotion scheme under section 215
[business improvement areas] of the Community
Charter in relation to a mountain resort.
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LGA, Part 24, Division 4.4 – Tax rates and Exemptions
812 (1) A board may, by bylaw, exempt from
taxation under this Part, all or part of the land,
improvements or both, owned or held by a party to
a partnering agreement with the regional district,
during all or part of the term of the agreement.
(2) An exemption under this section may only be
provided for that portion of the land or
improvements used for a public purpose.
Community Charter, Part 3, Division 2 – Restrictions on Providing Assistance
25(2) A council may provide assistance to a
business for one or more of the following purposes:

(a) acquiring, conserving and developing heritage
property and other heritage resources;
(b) gaining knowledge and increasing public
awareness about the community's history and
heritage;
(c) any other activities the council considers
necessary or desirable with respect to the
conservation of heritage property and other
heritage resources.

Community Charter, Part 7, Division 5, Local Service Taxes
215(1) In this section:
"business improvement area" means the local
service area for a service under this section;
"business improvement area service" means the
provision of grants under subsection (2);
"business promotion scheme" means

(a) carrying out studies or making reports
respecting one or more areas in the municipality
where business or commerce is carried on,
(b) improving, beautifying or maintaining streets,
sidewalks or municipally owned land, buildings or
other structures in one or more business
improvement areas,
(c) the removal of graffiti from buildings and other
structures in one or more business improvement
areas,
(d) conserving heritage property in one or more
business improvement areas, and
(e) encouraging business in one or more business
improvement areas.
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For more information or feedback contact:
Neil Smith
Manager of Economic Development and Parks
Email: info@rdmw.bc.ca
Tel: 1-250-956-3301
Fax: 1-250-956-3232
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